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Mammoth bones found at OSU
Construction was recently underway on the expansion of the Valley Football Center at Oregon State University when Pacific Foundation Inc. site
workers made a rather unique and exciting discovery: the bones of an ancient Wooly Mammoth!
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“Pacific Foundation was awarded shoring and foundation
work for the Oregon State University Football Arena Expansion Project in Corvallis, Oregon. The project included designbuild underpin micropiles, as well as soldier piles, tiebacks
and wood lagging. Both the soldier piles and micropiles required use of low clearance equipment due to the overhang
of the existing structure. While the project was bid assuming
use conventional cased micropiles, it was re-engineered to
utilize Titan bar supplied by Con-tech Systems, increasing the
production rate by nearly four times what was original anticipated. Similarly, many of the soldier piles were installed by
a low clearance Bauer BG12 vertical rig, while the remainder
were able to be installed using a full size Bauer BG25 fitted
with CFA. The combination allowed Pacific to accelerate construction in all phases of work, a benefit on a project with a
deadline for construction based on a very inflexible Pac-12
football schedule.
Interestingly, it was the CTS® Titan test micropile anchor that
actually first discovered the buried Mammoth, penetrating
through its femur. Our crew had noted somewhat difficult drilling
in this zone on the first pile. We had thought that it was underlying gravel, but in fact it was something much more interesting!”
By Michael Zeman, Pacific Foundation Inc.
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OSU Football Center Mammoth Bones Discovered continued ...

A 30’x10’ area was cordoned off for further excavation of these and other ancient animal bones. The bones were
then taken to a nearby parking garage
for cleaning and documentation.

Photos courtesy of Pacific Foundation Inc.

Presented with this rare opportunity
many of the bones will be used by students of the University for educational
purposes. To quote site superintendent
Ben Baldridge “The femur was in really
good shape and will probably end up in
a museum.”

For further photos of this discovery please go to the OSU link to view them:
https://www.flickr.com/photos/oregonstateuniversity/sets/72157663852071091
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